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M&A WORKSHOP
FEEL THE DEAL
Discover the full extent of mergers and acquisitions with BCG—from the initial idea
to closing the deal. Based on a real BCG project, you will gain insights into a live
transaction and be given the opportunity to apply the knowledge you have acquired
so far in a broader corporate finance context.
Together with BCG consultants from our dynamic Corporate Finance & Strategy, and
Private Equity practice areas, as well as 60 students from top European universities,
you will analyze the strategic rationale of the deal, assess the target company, quantify
the potential synergies, and structure the execution of the transaction.
Apply now to join us in a French château for our 10th anniversary edition of this
workshop. Enhance your problem-solving and presentation skills, receive invaluable
tips from our experienced consultants, and have all your questions answered. Network
with our consultants and your peers, and exchange thoughts on career opportunities,
both in the business world in general and at BCG in particular.
We are seeking outstanding university students who are studying finance, economics,
business, or similarly quantitative subjects with an affinity for either corporate finance,
strategy or private equity, demonstrated through studies or extracurricular activities,
to attend the workshop.
For more information and to register, visit corporatefinance.bcg.com.
Application deadline: February 10, 2019
We look forward to meeting you!
MARCH 21–23, 2019
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